Memantine in the treatment and prophylaxis of bipolar type II mood disorder and co-morbid eating disorder: a case report
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SUMMARY. We have recently reported that memantine has a clinically relevant antimanic and long-lasting mood-stabilizing effect in treatment-resistant bipolar disorders, both as augmenting agent and as a monotherapy. Moreover, we observed an acute antimanic effect also in “naïve” bipolar type I disorder. Here we report a case history of a young woman suffering from bipolar type II mood disorder, associated with a very severe eating disorder, showing an acute antimanic and a long-term prophylactic effect of memantine on bipolar disorder and comorbid eating disorder.
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INTRODUCTION

Memantine is a noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonist currently used in the treatment of alzheimer disease (AD). Although its actual efficacy on the AD patient’s quality of life has proven to be moderate, several pre-marketing and post-marketing studies have demonstrated the excellent safety and tolerability profile of the drug.

We have recently reported that this drug has a clinically relevant antimanic and long-lasting mood-stabilizing effect in treatment-resistant bipolar disorders, both as augmenting agent and as a monotherapy. Moreover, we observed an acute antimanic effect not only in treatment-resistant bipolar patients, but also in “naïve” bipolar type I disorder.

In addition, it has been reported that memantine is effective in different animal models of eating disorders, and two open-label clinical studies have observed its efficacy in reducing binge eating, obsessive-compulsive features of binge eating, severity of illness, and disability as well as leading to a large reduction in body weight.

Moreover, eating disorders are frequently associated with mood disorders and with negative outcomes that include more severe affective episodes, worsening BP illness course with more residual symptoms between episodes, suicidal ideation and increased risk of suicide.

Such findings suggest the need for differentiated diagnosis and a specific treatment plan for those patients.

These considerations prompted us to use memantine in a young woman suffering from bipolar type II mood disorder (BP II), associated with a very severe eating disorder.

The clinical history of this patient is consistent with our previous observations and provides further support to the previously observed clinical effectiveness of memantine in eating disorders.
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CLINICAL CASE

Young woman born in 1976, qualified accountant, suffering from BP II, associated with a very severe eating disorder alternating episodes of anorexia nervosa binge-eating and purging type and bulimia nervosa with purging.

She has a family history of mood disorders; her father suffered from depression, a maternal cousin suffered from BP II disorder with a history of several suicide attempts. The general medical history reveals the patient suffers from psoriasis (diagnosed at age 16).

She had her first affective episode in 1989, at age 13. It was a depression associated with a severe form of anorexia with intense fear of gaining weight, inappropriate eating habits, obsession with having a thin figure, distorted self-image, 6 months of amenorrhea and Body Mass Index (BMI) 18.

After this first episode, she suffered from severe BP II disorder with a continuous circular course characterized by long and severe depressive episodes and short episodes of hypomania, associated with a very severe bulimia nervosa. The patient had daily binge eating, with sensation of losing control, followed by compensatory behavior to prevent weight gain by self-induced vomiting, impaired body image and low self-esteem. She was treated with antidepressants (mainly with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, SSRIs) and psychotherapy, without any benefit.

In 2008 she put on 40 kilos because of bulimia and then she underwent partial gastrectomy. After the surgery she lost weight, but the bulimia and the severe mood oscillations remained unchanged.

In fact, she was still having a bulimic symptomatology with binge eating, episodes of loss of control, compensatory behaviors through self-induced vomiting. She was still having low self-esteem and distorted view of her body image.

Because of the disease the patient had to stop working and to reduce her normal social relations.

She came under our care in October 2010. Since 2008 she had been taking fluoxetine (20 mg/day). The patient complained of depressed mood, feelings of worthlessness, irritability, inner tension, psychomotor agitation, insomnia, increased sexual activity, crowded thoughts and severe symptoms of bulimia nervosa.

She was very worried about her body weight and continued to have episodes of loss of control, binge eating, compensatory behaviors through self-induced vomiting. The BMI was in the normal range. Her affective symptoms fulfilled the criteria of Koukopoulos and Koukopoulos for agitated depression15, which usually worsens when the patient is treated with antidepressant drugs and improves with antipsychotics and mood stabilizers. Therefore, fluoxetine was discontinued, and we suggested a therapy based on antimanic and mood stabilizer drugs, both as acute treatment and, more important, as a prophylaxis for her bipolar disorder. Moreover, we informed the patient that the administration of lithium could worsen psoriasis and therefore it should be avoided. After discussing with the patient the efficacy, safety and tolerability of the currently used mood stabilizers, alternative to lithium, we proposed the administration of memantine.

We obtained the written informed consent from the patient and memantine was administered at a dose increased over 2 weeks to 20 mg/day. After 2 weeks of memantine administration the patient was completely euthymic with recovery from the associated severe eating disorder. In fact, she no longer has manifested neither binge eating, nor purging, nor irrational fear of gaining weight, as well as nor distorted body self-perception. She is still determined to maintain a good weight, but is obsessive about it. The patient has found a new job in which she is appreciated by her bosses.

At the end of November 2010 a mild depression appeared and spontaneously resolved within one month. From then until June 2012 the patient has been in a state of complete well-being and has returned to work and to a normal social life.

At the end of June 2012, the patient expressed her desire to begin a psychotherapeutic treatment and discontinue drug treatment. We informed the patient that the discontinuation of a mood stabilizer usually leads to an affective recurrence, but she insisted on her decision to discontinue the memantine treatment. We planned a gradual discontinuation of the drug.

At the end of August 2012, after 4 weeks of 10 mg/day reduction of memantine and during her premenstrual period a mild form of agitated depression reappeared, together with an extremely high level of concern about the possible return of the eating disorder. We rapidly increased the memantine dose up to 20 mg/day. After a few days of adjusted memantine dosage the patient returned to her previous state of complete well-being, and has remained euthymic and without eating disorders until now (July 18, 2014). No side effects due to memantine were observed.

DISCUSSION

This case history provide further support for our previous observations that memantine has an antimanic and mood-stabilizing effect with excellent tolerability and safety profile16,18,19. Moreover it strongly suggests that these effects can be obtained with memantine monotherapy also in BP II disorder.

In addition, our observation is consistent with the reported clinical efficacy of memantine in the treatment of eating disorders10,11.

As to the possible mechanism of the antimanic and mood-stabilizing effect of memantine, we have observed that the drug prevents the bipolar-like behaviour induced by antidepressants in rats14. Indeed, we have suggested that the dopamine (DA) receptor sensitization induced by antidepressants in rats may be considered an animal model of mania31,32. Moreover we found that the sensitization of dopamine receptors is followed34, after antidepressant withdrawal, by a gradual desensitization of these receptors, which is associated with a depressive-like behaviour, assessed in the forced swimming test37, a classical animal model of depression. Memantine prevents, like the potent non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801, not only the dopamine receptor sensitization, but also its desensitization and the associated depressive-like behaviour34. Thus, we suggest that memantine, by suppressing mania, i.e. DA receptor sensitization, prevents the ensuing desensitization associated with depression.

Moreover it has been recently suggested that memantine, as well as lithium, has a neuroprotective action56 and that mania could be associated with an excessive NMDA receptor stimulation38, that may result in a excitotoxic neurodegeneration39. According to this hypothesis, it may be suggested that memantine, by blocking NMDA receptors, suppresses mania and prevents the neurodegeneration that may be associated with depression30.

Thus, we may suggest that the antimanic and mood-stabilizing action of memantine might be due to its ability to “stabilize” DA receptor sensitivity and to block the excitotoxic effect of the excessive NMDA receptor stimulation.

The observation that memantine has an acute effect in the treatment of agitated depression does not contrast with our
previous report or with the failure to observe an acute antidepressant effect of the drug. Indeed, antidepressant drugs worsen agitation, which instead shows a good response to antipsychotics and mood-stabilizing drugs (such as memantine). Incidentally, it may be suggested that the conflicting results obtained in the numerous studies aimed at investigating a possible antidepressant effect of memantine could be explained by its efficacy in agitated depression but not in typical (inhibited) major depression.

In line with observations by Hermanussen and Tresguerrest at first and Brennan et al. later, in this case history the mood stabilization was associated with the recovery from the severe eating disorder.

Our present observation strengthens the findings of other studies that there is a close relationship between eating disorders and bipolar syndromes.

A detailed description of the postulated pathophysiological hypotheses of eating disorders is beyond the aim of this paper. However, one might suggest that, in some patients, the same pathophysiological mechanism (such as, for instance, an increased glutamatergic transmission) underlies both mood disorders and eating disorders. Furthermore, it may be worthy to recall that memantine seems to be effective in obsessive compulsive disorders, and its beneficial effect on eating disorder might be due to its anticomulsive action.

The observation that discontinuation of the drug led to the recurrence of the symptomatology argues against the possibility that our observation can be attributed to a placebo effect.

Although we are aware of the limitations of the present observations, we are confident that they are of major clinical relevance and provide further support to our previous observations. These observations have to be confirmed in a large sample of patients and in an RCT, which we are planning.
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